Class –KG
ENG I
1. Write the opposites. (all)
2. Write the plurals. (all)
3. Write five words of each ‘A’ and ‘E’ sound.

G.K
1. Write the babies of :
a) Cow -

b)goat -

c) duck -

d) dog -

c) dog -

d) cat -

2.Write homes of :
a) cow -

b) hen -

3. Name five parts of our body.
4. Name three flowers.
MATHS
Q1. Write in words :
a)14 –
b)12–
c) 15 –
Q2. Write the table of 2 and 3.
HINDI
1.Practice all Hindi alphabet (2 times)

Class –I
ENG I
1. Comprehension:
It is 7:00 a.m . Ria is sleeping. Mother comes to wake up Ria. Ria opens her eyes. It is time to get
ready for school.
a.Who is sleeping?
b. Why does she open her eyes?
2. Word meanings : uniform , forehead , breakfast
ENG II
1.Write in alphabetical order:
a) cat , green , ant , house , bat.
b) mouse , fan , rat. , yacht , kettle.
2. Fill in with consonant :
a) __ow

b) __ ark

c) __ old

d) __oy e) __ree

EVS
Answer the following:
1.How many sense organs do we have?
2.How do we breathe?
Fill in the blanks :
a)We have ___ ears.
b)We smell with our ____.
MATHS
Q1. Write number name :
a)14 –
b)46 –
c) 99 –
d)38 Q2. Write the table of 5.
HINDI
1.Write PAPA AAYE poem 2 times.
2.Write 5 words from each first four matras.

Class –II
ENG I
4. Comprehension:
“After a few days Pam returned the dollhouse. However ,along with the dollhouse ,she also gave Jill
another tiny dollhouse. ’Your dollhouse had a baby’ ,said Pam .Jill wondered how a plastic dollhouse
could have a baby .However ,she kept the tiny dollhouse.”
a.Who was Pam?
b. What was the dollhouse made of?
C Pick out two nouns from the passage.
d.Give the meaning of the word “wondered”.
ENG II
1.Rearrange the letters to make a new word:
End ,lodl, elpoep, tsory,pleap
2.Write few lines on ‘My Mother'
EVS
Q1. Answer the following:
A. What are the five sense organs
B. How do you take care of your body?
C. Write one function of heart.
MATHS
Q1. Solve the problems:Pg- 56 No- 1,2
Q2. Write the table of 9.
HINDI
1.Write Lesson 1 poem 6 lines.
2.Write five fruits name in Hindi.
3.Write five flowers name in Hindi.

Class – III
ENG I
1.Write 12 lines of the poem ‘ Betty at the party'.
2.Write the meanings of :
Gloomy , prevent , departure

ENG II
Write few lines on Birthday party.

SCIENCE
Answer the following questions:
1.Why should we drink milk everyday?
2.What causes tooth decay?
3.Write two safety rules that should be followed in the classroom.

SOCIAL STUDIES
Write a short note on ‘ New Stone Age' .

MATHS
1.Write down the tables of 6 , 7 , 8 , 9.
2. Problem sums –
Do pg 40 – 1 to 5.

HINDI
1.Write Lesson 1 poem.
2.Write five lines on Tree in Hindi.

Class – IV
ENG I
1.Write few lines on Rabindranath Tagore.

ENG II
Write an essay on ‘Prevention is better than cure'.

SCIENCE
Write few lines on Photosynthesis along with diagram.

SOCIAL STUDIES
Write a short note on ‘Ganga basin'.

MATHS
Do L- 2 Exercise -2
Pg – 8 No – 9 (a) , (b) No – 10 (a) , (b)

HINDI
1.Write Lesson 1 poem.
2.Write essay on Holi.

